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GOAL Develop modern data analytics and leverage Big Data and open 
data sources for customs risk management

PARTNERS 14 partners (5 Customs)

DURATION 36 months START 1 August 2018

• Belgium
• Estonia
• Netherlands
• Norway 
• Sweden

Customs 
Administrations

Other Partners
• Cross-border Research 

Association(Coordinator)
• Netherlands Organisation for Applied 

Scientific Research
• The Swedish Defence Research Agency
• The Norwegian Defence Research 

Establishment

• IBM
• INLECOM
• Joint Research Centre
• TU DELFT
• University of Lausanne

BUDGET 5 million EUR
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Develop modern data analytics and leverage 
Big Data and open data sources for customs 

risk management



PROFILE Living Labs - overview

Netherlands : 

e-commerce value 
cross- validation

•Retrieval of price
information on e-
commerce platforms

•Cross-validation with
customs declaration data 
to find undervaluation

Belgium : Economic
Operator profiling

•Using historical data to 
analyze the behaviour of 
economic operators

•Using additional external
data to reinforce accuracy

Sweden-Norway : 
Import/Export data 
and risk information 
exchange

•My import is your export 
approach (with legal
barriers to overcome)

JRC : Risk data sharing 
architecture

•Common secure platform
and sandbox for sharing of 
datasets and risk
information.



Dutch Living Lab 

• Design of web data retrievers that collect valuation-relevant data from e-commerce sites

• Comparison of online pricing data against customs declarations 

• Targeting interface for reviewing average prices for certain products

• Current scope:
o E-commerce from China to the Netherlands (English Websites only)

o Top 5 product types where price valuation errors occur in import declarations: (vintage) watch, leather jacket, camera 
lens, hard-disk drive, car CD player

Web data retrieval for valuation-relevant information



Belgian Living Lab
Advanced profiling of economic operators

Behaviour analysis
already a feature of 

targeting engine

Identify patterns 
and trends in 

behaviour from
economic operators
based on historical

data

Declaration, 
Feedback, External

Data

Evaluate 5 dimensions:

1. Core characteristics

2. Specialization

3. Technicity

4. Network

5. Trade lane
characteristics

Extract risk
relevant 

information



Sweden – Norway Living Lab
Upgrade customs import-export risk assessment at the Swedish-

Norwegian border

• Study on opportunities for and barriers to exchanging import and export declaration data and risk-
relevant information between an EU and a non-EU country.

• Legal barriers cause trouble, and only limited data elements can be exchanged (for now: weight, number 
of packages, total value).

• Based on control outcomes, customs can teach their targeting system to identify incidents of illegal 
cross-border movements

• The Living Lab also seeks to connect unstructured text in “description of goods” with commodity codes.



Risk Data Sharing Architecture (RDSA)
Secure customs-to-customs sharing of risk-relevant information

• Developing an architecture for the agile sharing of risk-relevant data among EU customs (not covered by 
EU CRMS and ICS) and the reception of data from external sources
• Explore sharing of targeting decisions, control results, risk criteria, and priority control areas

• No need for full agreement among all Member States + EC

• Constraints to pay attention to: Legal & regulatory; and, Data protection issues (personal data)

• Possible use cases (details under work):
• ENS: (safety & security) - expand the national data for pre-arrival risk analysis

• EORI: (antifraud+S&S) - sharing of <types of goods + origin> for each EORI as importer

• BigDataMari: enrich ENS data (parties, goods description, weight, etc)



Status with Big Data access

Global container

booking platform

Global database for 

address validations

Data on cross-border

postal flows

BigDataMari UPU EDI messages

• Bookings

• Shipping instructions

• Track & trace events

• Shippers, FFs, 

consignees, notify 

parties 

• Red flags for non-

existent, wrong or

suspicious addresses

• Quest for 

complementary data 

elements

• ITMATT 

CARDIT/RESDIT 

EMSEVTHistoric datasets first,

real-time feeds later



Thank you

The PROFILE project receives funding from the European Union´s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under the grant 
agreement No 786748.

• www.profile-project.eu

• profile@cross-border.org

• Twitter: @PROFILE_EU

mailto:profile@cross-border.org
mailto:profile@cross-border.org
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